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Exhibition running July 17th- August 10th with an opening reception on July 17th 7-10pm 
 
Platform Gallery is pleased to present Starcrossed: The Art of Baltimore Promotion an exhibition that looks into the relationship between Baltimoreʼs 
visual artists and musicians through flyers and posters. Following past to present, Platform presents Globe Letterpressʼ Collection (MICA) of soul 
posters, which include prints made for The Temptations, Marvin Gaye, Otis Redding, and more. To represent the current music to art relationship, 
Platform will show the work of A.B. Moore, Zach Inscho, and Mark Wadley. Each artist promotes local bands through their designs or prints. 
 
Globe Posters were truly the peopleʼs posters. For more than 80 years, they brightened city street corners and telephone poles, country crossroads and 
union halls, shouting the names of bands and the dates of carnivals up and down the East Coast. A Globe Poster made you look, with its bright inks and 
bold type that shook and shimmied. Founded in 1929, Globe grew by leaps, bounds and bold swatches of DayGlo color into one of the nationʼs largest 
showcard printing companies. Starting with vaudeville, movies,burlesque and carnival, Globe found its groove in the 1960s with posters for top R&B and 
rock acts like James Brown, Otis Redding, and Ike and Tina Turner. In 1975, Joseph Cicero Sr., a longtime employee of the company, purchased Globe 
Poster from owner Norman Shapiro. Ciceroʼs sons, Bob, Frank and Joe Jr.,followed their father into the business, carrying Globeʼs iconic style forward 
into the rap, hip-hop and Go-Go scenes. With demand for posters dwindling in this digital age, the Cicero brothers decided to close up shop in 2010. But 
Baltimoreans and students aware of Globeʼs legacy formed a Friends of Globe group to find a new home for its treasures.Because of that vision, the 
desire of the Ciceros to keep Globe in Baltimore, and MICAʼs creative thinking, Globe did not die.Truckloads of wood type, letterpress cuts and other 
tools of the trade moved from Highlandtown to MICA in the summer of 2011, and when the fall semester started, Bob Cicero began teaching a new 
generation of artists how to make a poster “pop.” 
 
Zach Inscho is currently freelacing in Baltimore, MD. Inscho cut his teeth designing and developing both print and web projects for the last 5 years. 
Designing for the web is his passion, but he is constantly inspired by print concepts and typography 
 
A-B Moore is a multimedia artist and writer from Charlotte, North Carolina. After receiving a BFA in Painting at the Maryland Institute College of Art in 
2013, A-B continues to work in Baltimore, Maryland, designing and illustrating in collaboration with local musicians and screen-printing at the Bell 
Foundryʼs Castle Print Shop. A-Bʼs illustrated and hand-lettered posters intersect elements of sci-fi camp and horror with psychedelia and symbolic 
mysticism. In 2014, A-B co-founded the experimental publishing and design house, Black Aggie Press, focusing on designing and printing unique 
editions of text-driven work that explore the boundaries of form and genre. 
 
Mark Wadley is a designer from Alabama based in Baltimore. His work is used to help promote local bands, including a band that he is a part of -Quitter.  
 
 


